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Battalion

This month's progression has been by far excellent. We accomplished our open house
which included the raider, drill, and our robotics team, this attracted more future cadets
and will increase our numbers for next year's battalion. We also had our top leaders
represent our school at the Monster Jam event and perform Cologuard In Front of
thousands of people. That's what success looks like. The raiders have been training
extremely far for their best of the best competition happening March 5th. Drill team has
been training precisely for our home hosted competition on March 26th. Our goal is to
come home with wins and nothing but success, our endless training has proved that this
can happen. We wait for these upcoming dates to show our pride and strength.

Built to be Unbreakable,

LTC Thomas

Alpha Company

Company Commander: Cadet Nixon

First Sergeant: Cadet Carpenter

Alpha company has been doing a range of things. We did current events built on
positivity like a new release of a video game to a world record being done through
stacking candy. We also played some kick ball for PT but it was cut short and we played
across the ocean. Soon there is going to be a competition going on for raiders. Me and
some other alpha cadets also participated in an open house which went very well.  We’ve
been messing with the robots as well just seeing what else can be accomplished with
them. We also worked on some cadet portfolios which may be the last time for some of
us. Right now we are just preparing for the cadet challenge which is right around the
corner. This pretty much sums up a month with alpha company.

Bravo Company

Company commander: Cadet Rodriguez
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First Sergeant: Cadet Hodges

The month of February can be described as plain as there were no major events in
which Bravo was a part of. We have spent the majority of the month learning in the
classrooms. Later in the month, we helped rebuild and fix up the look of the supply
room. We received all of the parts to the new shelves in the supply room from Atlantic
Garden Center and we were able to construct shelves. After this we were tasked with
reorganizing the shoes and cleaning up the whole room. We are now moving into March,
where we are preparing to have the St. Patrick’s parade as well as two competitions
coming up.

Charlie Company

Company Commander: Cadet Haugland

First Sergeant: Cadet Douglas

The company has been doing the usual thing throughout the past month. The Cadets
have been going through current event briefing and with orders from Chief we were not
allowed to cover anything depressing like covid and Russia. The Cadet also has helped
out with redoing the supply room by assembling new shelves and cleaning out old
equipment that the program no longer needs. All of this has helped the S4 have a better
place to work and to almost have an inventory of the supply room. While not always
with the entire company, the drill and raider team members have been preparing for the
best of the best competition on 3/5/22. While not the busiest month for the company I
can still see improvement in the company in areas of leadership and drill, I still see room
for improvement.
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